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Ch Sh Wh Sh sounds game to practice phonics for preschoolers and kindergarten to learn
phonics digraphs.In this lesson, we will learn the phonic sounds -ch, sh, th, wh and ph. Related
Topics: More Lessons on English Grammar for TEENs · IELTS, TOEFL and English as .
Materials: Picture cards, dice, paper with the sounds th, wh, sh, ch listed at the top . Goal:
Students will discriminate between the sounds of th, wh, sh, ch when . The difference between
blends and digraphs is that blends are two letters that make two sounds and digraphs make one
sound. ch /ch/; tch /ch/; sh /sh/; wh /wh/ . Let this song help your TEENren learn the digraphs
ch, sh, wh, th. The two different sounds make one new sound. With the open version of this
song, you can use . Add the initial sound - ch, sh, th, wh or write the whole word.The new
consonant sounds are ch (as in church and such), sh (as in shirt and dish), wh (as in wheel and
white), th voiceless (as in think and bath), and th voiced . This phonics lesson uses videos,
songs and games to introduce ch sounds and letters. Subject:. Words with ch, sh, wh, ph HD
[SMART Table activity pack].INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EXERCISE BELOW. Decide what the
letter A in the image given sounds like. Drag and drop, or type the correct word from the list . Nov
14, 2009 . I made up this story over 40 years ago to help my first grade students remember the
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Ch Sh Wh Sh sounds game to practice phonics for preschoolers and kindergarten to learn
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Topics: More Lessons on English Grammar for TEENs · IELTS, TOEFL and English as .
Materials: Picture cards, dice, paper with the sounds th, wh, sh, ch listed at the top . Goal:
Students will discriminate between the sounds of th, wh, sh, ch when . The difference between
blends and digraphs is that blends are two letters that make two sounds and digraphs make one
sound. ch /ch/; tch /ch/; sh /sh/; wh /wh/ . Let this song help your TEENren learn the digraphs
ch, sh, wh, th. The two different sounds make one new sound. With the open version of this
song, you can use . Add the initial sound - ch, sh, th, wh or write the whole word.The new
consonant sounds are ch (as in church and such), sh (as in shirt and dish), wh (as in wheel and
white), th voiceless (as in think and bath), and th voiced . This phonics lesson uses videos,
songs and games to introduce ch sounds and letters. Subject:. Words with ch, sh, wh, ph HD
[SMART Table activity pack].INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EXERCISE BELOW. Decide what the
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Students will discriminate between the sounds of th, wh, sh, ch when . The difference between
blends and digraphs is that blends are two letters that make two sounds and digraphs make one
sound. ch /ch/; tch /ch/; sh /sh/; wh /wh/ . Let this song help your TEENren learn the digraphs
ch, sh, wh, th. The two different sounds make one new sound. With the open version of this
song, you can use . Add the initial sound - ch, sh, th, wh or write the whole word.The new
consonant sounds are ch (as in church and such), sh (as in shirt and dish), wh (as in wheel and
white), th voiceless (as in think and bath), and th voiced . This phonics lesson uses videos,
songs and games to introduce ch sounds and letters. Subject:. Words with ch, sh, wh, ph HD
[SMART Table activity pack].INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EXERCISE BELOW. Decide what the
letter A in the image given sounds like. Drag and drop, or type the correct word from the list . Nov
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